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Chapter 1081: Nan Kuang’s name shakes the Northern Territory 

When she thought of this, she could not help but look at ye chen. 

She didn’t know why, but she suddenly had an impulse not to return to the palace. She just wanted to 

follow the carriage forever. 

She didn’t know where this thought came from. 

Perhaps it was because of the man in front of her! 

He had saved her and escorted her all the way, but the other party’s figure had completely approached 

the depths of her heart. 

Ye chen sensed her gaze and frowned.””Is there anything else you need?” 

Yun Yi did not say a word. A few seconds later, she raised her hand and slowly removed the veil on her 

face. 

Instantly, a breathtakingly beautiful face was completely exposed in the air. 

She raised her eyes slightly and looked at ye chen. 

The latter’s gaze was also lost for a moment. 

It was a pair of eyes that were indescribably beautiful, as if all the quiet and Misty Blue waves in the 

world were condensed in them. 

Her skin was as smooth as Jade, her delicate nose seemed to be carved out of the most precious white 

jade, and her red lips were like the most tender flower buds in time. 

It was beautiful and didn’t have any smoke or dust. 

It was noble and approachable. 

As if she had noticed the surprise in his eyes, a blush quickly rose on the former’s fair face. 

Yun Yi lowered her head almost subconsciously. 

Ever since she came to court, she had always been wearing a veil and had never revealed her true 

appearance. 

However, there was an uncontrollable force in her heart that urged her to take the initiative to show ye 

chen her most beautiful scene. 

She did not know why she was like this ... 

In fact, he even felt a little restless in his heart. 

“Mr. Ye, my real name is Yun Yi. I grew up in the yeyou court and have no father or mother ...” 



“I was originally of a lowly status, but the late Emperor didn’t mind my sin and made me his concubine. 

Who would have thought that the late Emperor would not have sex with me? that night, the late 

Emperor passed away.” 

Yun Yi’s Red lips parted slightly as she slowly recounted her past,””I thought I would follow the ancient 

system and enter the Imperial mausoleum to be buried with the late Emperor, but I was chosen by the 

Imperial advisor to be the Empress Dowager ...” 

“I don’t know anything about state affairs, but I have to participate in politics on behalf of the new 

emperor. I only wanted to wait for the new emperor to come of age and live in seclusion in a temple, 

accompanying the lamps and ancient Buddhas. However, I was drawn into the undercurrent of the eight 

kings ...” 

Ye chen listened quietly and did not make any comments. His expression was as calm as usual. 

After an unknown period of time, snow Eagle’s voice rang out from outside,””Empress Dowager, all the 

Civil officials are coming from a mile away ...” 

“Aijia knows ...” 

Yun Yi sighed faintly, then slowly looked at ye chen.””I’ll never forget what happened tonight ...” 

“I will also remember Mr. Ye’s great kindness in my heart. I will deal with it after I return to the palace.” 

After saying that, she put on her veil again and took a deep breath. She stood up and bowed solemnly to 

ye chen. 

Then, he slowly turned around. 

Her tears flowed uncontrollably. 

...... 

Outside the carriage, several hundred civil officials in official robes and holding ceremonial boards knelt 

in unison. 

“Greetings to the Empress Dowager. The Empress Dowager will live for a thousand years, a thousand 

thousand years!” 

Yun Yi’s temperament was cold, and her noble and proud face was once again restored. She raised her 

hand and said,””All ministers, rise!” 

After all the officials stood up, a man in purple armor took a few steps forward and knelt on one 

knee.””I’m late and have frightened the Empress Dowager. I’ll be sentenced to death!!!” 

The commander of the Imperial Army, MA yuanxun, was a martial arts Grandmaster who had dedicated 

himself to protecting the capital for generations! 

“It is general Ma’s duty to protect the capital. He can’t leave his side. What crime is he guilty of? please 

get up!” Yun Yi said indifferently. 



MA yuanxun got up and looked around. He hesitated and said,””Empress Dowager, I’ve heard that 

you’ve been intercepted by a rebel army five hundred li away. There are as many as one hundred 

thousand rebel soldiers ...” 

As soon as these words came out, the entire place was in an uproar! 

Many of the Civil officials and soldiers who had come to welcome them had looks of disbelief on their 

faces. 

A hundred thousand rebel soldiers! 

With such strength, he could even take down a dangerous pass. 

Under everyone’s gaze, Yun Yi slowly said,””The rebel army did indeed number over 100000, but I was 

lucky to have met a strange person. Under his escort, we broke through the 10000-strong Army and 

killed the rebels, safely arriving in the capital.” 

“What? There’s actually such a fearsome person in the world?” 

MA yuanxun was shocked and said,””May I ask the Empress Dowager if this person is here?” 

The Civil officials around him began to discuss. 

Yun Yi slowly turned around and looked at the carriage behind her. She said softly,””Mr. Ye ...” 

A few seconds later, ye chen walked out of the car with his daughter in his arms and looked up at the 

people around him. 

“Mister, you have done a great job in escorting the Empress Dowager. You should accept my bow!” 

MA yuanxun bowed solemnly to ye chen and then said sincerely,””May I know your name and where 

you are from?” 

Even though he said that, there was a trace of doubt in his eyes. After all, ye chen was too young. 

“I’m ye nankuang!” Ye chen said lightly. 

He had already thought about it. Since he was going to find su Yuhan and his parents, he would make his 

name known to all places before he knew where they were. 

Su Yuhan, his parents, Wushuang, and the great ancestor were all familiar with ye nankuang’s name. 

“So it’s Mr. Ye!” 

MA yuanxun held his fists together and said,””Please get on my horse. We’ll talk about this after we 

enter the city.” 

Not long after, the news of the Empress Dowager’s return had spread throughout the world. 

On this journey, ye chen had killed five great martial grandmasters in a row and single-handedly 

destroyed an Army of ten thousand. This news swept through the entire Northern Territory like a huge 

torrent. 

Ye nankuang’s name shook the northern region! 



“Did you guys hear? The Empress Dowager was attacked on her way back to the capital ...” 

“Ah, isn’t the Empress Dowager in the palace? How did you end up outside the capital?” 

“Who knows? however, I heard that the Empress Dowager’s journey back to the capital was extremely 

dangerous. First, she was chased by five martial arts grandmasters, and then she was besieged by 

100000 rebel soldiers ...” 

“What happened after that?” 

“Later, it was said that a man named ye nankuang, with an invincible posture, defeated an Army of 

100000 and brought the Empress Dowager back to the capital safely ...” 

Such a scene seemed to appear on the streets of all the big sects and dynasties, and countless people 

were talking about it. 

And this story was still being adapted by storytellers in major restaurants and brothels, exaggerated in 

various ways, and widely spread. 

...... 

At the borders of the large sects ‘dynasties, at huxiong pass! 

Hundreds of thousands of soldiers from both countries were still in a confrontation, but both sides were 

looking at the two men in the sky. 

At this moment, the chess game was like a battle between a Dragon and a Tiger, with white as the Tiger 

and black as the Dragon. 

“Pa ...” 

The military advisor of the Qing Kingdom, Gu Jianqiu, placed a white piece and cut off the dragon tail of 

the black piece. He then smiled faintly.”Daoist brother Qi, you’ve lost ...” 

“Not necessarily!” 

The old man in the Taoist robe seemed to have aged even more, but he shook his head and smiled. His 

trembling hand landed a piece on the dragon’s head. 

Suddenly, everything changed, and the chess game changed. 

“You actually hid this move!!!” 

Gu Jianqiu’s face darkened, and then he sneered,””Even if you win this game, your great sect has lost!” 

Chapter 1082: Open my left eye to see yin and yang, open my right eye to see all directions! 

“Not necessarily ...” 

The old man in the Daoist robe shook his head again. 

At this moment, a huge crane suddenly flew over from the sky, its target was Gu Jianqiu. 

Gu Jianqiu waved his sleeve and the crane suddenly turned into a scroll and fell into his hand. 



“Pfft!” 

After reading the information, Gu Jianqiu immediately spat out a mouthful of blood. His eyes were full of 

horror,””How is this possible!!!” 

Five Wu Zongs had been killed! 

The 100,000 strong Army had been defeated! 

“Ye nankuang!” 

“Ye nankuang!” 

The latter’s face twitched a few times before he looked at the elderly in a Daoist robe.”Daoist Qi, is this 

your hidden chess piece?” 

“How can I treat such an existence as a chess piece?” 

“I’m just a guide who follows the will of the heavens!”The Taoist-robed elder smiled. 

After saying that, he looked at the person in front of him with a smile that was not a smile.”Are we still 

going to play this game?” 

“Retreat!!!” 

Gu Jianqiu’s expression changed. He gave an order and left unwillingly. 

...... 

Daizhou was located tens of thousands of miles away from Longjing. 

“Good-for-nothing, a bunch of good-for-nothing!!!” 

“That’s 100000 people we’re talking about. Even if 100000 pigs were to stand still and let the other 

party kill them, it would still take at least a month, right?” 

A man in a dragon robe was currently smashing things in the house with a ferocious expression. In front 

of him, countless people knelt, not daring to move. 

After the commotion died down, an old man came forward and said in a trembling voice,””The Empress 

Dowager has already returned to the palace. The news of US killing her has already spread, and now the 

People’s resentment is rising everywhere ...” 

The Dragon-robed man laughed coldly.”Send a message to the rest. We’ll start the war at midnight 

tonight!” 

“There!” 

Everyone’s spirits were lifted! 

The Dragon-robed man turned to look at the sky, and a cold look appeared in his eyes.””I want the 

world to be in chaos for this King!!!” 

...... 



Night fell. 

The capital of a great sect and an imperial dynasty looked down upon Dragon Capital city! 

In a luxurious mansion in the east of the city, after ye chen sent everyone away, he set up a barrier in 

the house and began to count his consumption and gains from Langye County. 

Ever since he had followed Yun Yi and the others back to the capital, Yun Yi had the current young 

Emperor issue a decree to grant him a Manor. 

This mansion covered an area of nearly 1000 mu and was the original mansion of the Minister of 

Revenue. However, the original Minister of Revenue was arrested for corruption and bribery, so the 

mansion had been empty until now. 

As news of his trip spread, he became the topic of discussion among all the great sects and dynasties. 

As a result, in just half a day, there was a surge of people outside the mansion, and countless people 

handed in their name cards to see him. 

Among them, there were no lack of high ranking officials and nobles, or righteous men of the pugilistic 

world. There were even people who wanted to challenge him. 

However, after ye chen kicked out an intruder, the commotion finally dissipated. 

“I’ve obtained 500 low-grade spiritual stones and countless exotic flowers and plants, but they’re not of 

high grade ...” 

Ye chen secretly calculated his gains from this trip. He had never thought that he would be so poor one 

day. 

“But fortunately, Yun Yi has already returned to the palace. I believe she’ll deliver the things I want 

soon.” 

He put everything back and smiled in satisfaction. He was about to go into the house to see his 

daughter. 

The little fellow had been eating quite a number of low-grade medicinal pills recently. Perhaps it was 

because he had consumed too much, he was easily drowsy. 

At this moment, his footsteps suddenly stopped. He looked up at the courtyard and said,””Since you’ve 

come, show yourself.” 

The next moment! 

A figure suddenly appeared in the courtyard. It was an old man in a purple Daoist robe, his figure a little 

hunched. 

“Quasi-Sage?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes glowed. 

He could feel the aura of a pre-Saint from him. This was the first pre-Saint he had seen in the ancient 

barren world. 



The elderly in a Daoist robe suddenly stopped when he was less than ten steps away from him. He 

cupped his fists and said,””Qi Tiandao, Imperial advisor of a great sect and dynasty. Greetings, fellow 

Daoist ye!” 

“You’re the Imperial advisor of a great sect?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes narrowed, then he said calmly,””Why did you come to find me so late at night?” 

“Fellow Daoist ye, I’ve been waiting for you for a long time!” 

The Taoist-robed old man looked at ye chen, a strange light flashing in his eyes. 

“Why did you wait for me?” Ye chen furrowed his brows, his gaze somewhat unfriendly. 

He had never met the other party before, let alone had any friendship with him. 

“This old man knows that fellow cultivator has many doubts, but please allow this old man to explain 

later!” 

As if sensing ye Chen’s wariness, the Taoist-robed old man smiled faintly. Then, with a wave of his 

sleeve, a storage bag fell into ye Chen’s hand. 

“Fellow Daoist ye, there are 10000 spirit stones in this bag. It’s the remaining spirit stones of my dynasty 

for a year!” 

Hearing this, ye chen reached out and took it. His divine sense probed in and found that it was exactly 

ten thousand spirit stones. The spiritual energy was much more abundant than the ones he had 

obtained before. 

“This is the first big gift I’m giving you!” 

After seeing that ye chen had accepted it, the old man in the Taoist robe seemed to be relieved of a 

heavy burden. Then, he flicked his finger and a golden token shot toward ye chen. 

“Fellow Daoist ye, this is the second big gift I’m giving you. It’s a wormhole transfer order from my 

dynasty to the other four Hells!” 

The old man in the Daoist robe said slowly. 

Ye chen accepted it and then looked at the former.”Fellow Daoist, are you here on the orders of the 

Empress Dowager?” 

Whether it was the spirit stones or the wormhole transfer order, they were all promises that Yun Yi had 

made to ye chen. 

Although he knew that the other party would not go back on their word, he did not expect the other 

party to be so efficient. 

“This old man still has a third great gift to give!” 

“The Empress Dowager once said that you came out this time to look for Madam?” the elderly in a 

Daoist robe asked. 



“Not bad!” Ye chen said. 

“Do you have the eight characters of a person’s birth?” the elderly in a Daoist robe asked. 

Ye chen frowned. 

As if sensing his displeasure, the former said,””To tell you the truth, I know some divination techniques. 

Perhaps I can help you find your wife’s whereabouts.” 

Ye Chen’s gaze toward him finally changed.”The reason why you’re in such a state is because you’ve 

received a backlash from forcefully comprehending the heavenly secrets, right?” 

He had just recovered his vital essence to the Golden core stage, so he could easily deduce su Yuhan’s 

whereabouts from a close distance. 

However, on the way here, he had secretly calculated it, but he couldn’t figure it out at all, which meant 

that su Yuhan was too far away from him. 

Moreover, the art of deduction also involved the familiarity of the space, such as the location of the 

eight trigrams. 

“Fellow Daoist’s eyes are as sharp as a torch!” 

The elderly man in a Daoist robe smiled faintly.”I’m the disciple of a great Xuanxue master of the 

present age. I’ve spent my entire life studying this Dao. In the entire Northern Territory, I dare to say 

that I’m number one!”“ 

After hesitating for a moment, ye chen wrote su Yuhan’s birth characters in the air with his bare hands 

and handed it to him. 

After the other party received it, the paper exploded into countless light spots that rose into the sky. 

If one looked closely, they would discover that these light spots were actually glowing words. 

The next moment! 

The other party reached out and collected all of these words into his palm. Then, he bit his middle finger 

and formed a strange mark on his palm. 

“Open my left eye to see yin and yang, open my right eye to see all directions, 36 heavenly spirits above, 

72 earthly fiends below, leave the human gate, end The Ghost Road ...” 

He took a deep breath and made a hand seal before finally brushing it across his eyes. 

Chapter 1083: The forbidden eye! 

The night was dark, in a quiet courtyard. 

Ye Chen’s expression remained the same. He quietly watched as Qi Tiandao, the Imperial advisor of a 

major dynasty, used a spell to deduce su Yuhan’s whereabouts. 

As the latter made a hand seal, two Balls of Fire appeared in his eyes. The fire was so hot that it was 

almost blinding. 



At that moment, the life force in the latter’s body was draining at a speed visible to the naked eye. More 

and more wrinkles appeared on his face, as if they were being absorbed by the flame in his eyes. 

Ye Chen’s expression changed slightly. He did not expect the other party to be willing to burn her life 

force for him. 

Just as he was about to stop her, he heard the latter say,””Fellow Daoist ye, you don’t have to worry 

about it. I don’t have much time left. To be able to help you with my broken body, I can die with no 

regrets.” 

After saying that, Qi Tiandao slowly closed his eyes. 

This technique was known as the dream reincarnation technique, and it was passed down by word of 

mouth from his master. The cultivator could only use it twice in his life, and each time it was used, it 

would consume a lot of life force and lifespan. 

The first time was after the late Emperor of the great sects passed away. He had used it to find a way 

out for the great sects. 

Ye Chen’s appearance had also verified his divine power. 

The second time he used it was to help ye chen find su Yuhan’s whereabouts. 

As the life force in his body dissipated, Qi Tiandao’s consciousness became extremely clear and his mind 

was empty. 

He seemed to see through the chaos and see the world. He saw the entire Northern Territory and even 

the other territories, such as the eastern barren territory, Southern domain, Western Desert, central 

continent, and so on. 

However, he was disappointed! 

He couldn’t find it! 

He could not find the person who deduced it! 

His body was trembling! 

His mind was in pain! 

This was a sign that he had reached his limit! 

He roared in anger and forcefully held on to his consciousness, trying his best to find that person again. 

Suddenly, an eye appeared in his line of sight. The eye was originally closed, like a person sleeping. 

However, at that moment. 

The eye suddenly opened and met his gaze. 

Just this one glance! 

Qi Tiandao’s heart trembled violently! 



“Pfft ...” 

He spat out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground. His face was filled with shock.”Eye, the forbidden 

eye!“ 

Ye chen immediately stepped forward and patted her on the shoulder. He transferred some spirit Qi into 

her body and said,””How is it?” 

“This old man saw an eye!” 

Qi Tiandao took a deep breath and said, still in shock,””It’s that eye that covered the heaven’s secrets. 

It’s it, it’s it that blinded everything!!!” 

“Eyes?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes narrowed. 

“That eye was too terrifying. It only took a glance at me, and my soul almost scattered.” 

“Don’t say anything. Take this pill ...” Ye chen flicked his finger and a Scarlet essence pill fell into his 

hand. 

After Qi Tiandao swallowed it, he regained a trace of vitality. Then, he looked at ye chen.”Fellow Daoist 

ye, listen to my advice and give up.” 

“Why?” Ye chen said. 

Qi Tiandao said with lingering fear,”I saw an ominous sign. I saw blood flowing like a river. If you 

continue to search, you will only harm yourself.” 

“What’s the shape of that eye?”ye chen asked, his face expressionless. 

“It’s like the eye of a ghost floating between heaven and earth. It’s empty and emotionless ...” Qi 

Tiandao tried his best to recall intermittently. 

Hearing this, ye Chen’s eyes turned cold and he snorted coldly to himself.”It looks like someone used a 

great divine ability to hide Yuhan’s whereabouts!” 

Thinking of this, the killing intent in his heart that he had calmed down with great difficulty emerged 

again.”I don’t care who you are, as long as you dare to touch this ye’s woman, I’ll destroy you even if I 

have to go to heaven or hell!” 

After saying that, he suppressed his killing intent and looked at Qi Tian.””You paid such a great price for 

this ye, do you have any requests?” 

The latter coughed several times before saying,””This old master doesn’t have any requests, but this old 

master wants to find a pillar for the future of my great sect!” 

As he said this, he sighed,””I’ve guarded the sect for thousands of years. The last thing I want to see 

before I die is the sect being destroyed after I’m gone ...” 

“So you mean you want me to protect the great sect and the dynasty?” Ye chen frowned, then shook his 

head.”If that’s really the case, this ye can’t do it.” 



“Why?” Qi Tiandao smiled bitterly. 

“I won’t settle down in a great sect’s dynasty!” 

“As you know, I’m here to look for my wife. Once I find her, I’ll leave,” ye chen said lightly. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Qi Tiandao fell silent. After a long while, he said,”Fellow Daoist ye, can 

you protect my great sect and dynasty for a year?” 

“As long as it’s a year, the new emperor will come of age. By then, he will have the ability to face the 

situation on his own!” 

He looked at ye chen with a pleading look.”In one year, the great sect will not restrict your freedom. You 

only need to be able to help at the most critical moment. That’s enough.” 

“A year?” 

Ye chen seemed to hesitate. 

Upon seeing this, Qi Tiandao said again,”don’t worry. In this year, the large sects and empires will share 

half of their spiritual stones with you. You will be on equal footing with the new emperor. You can even 

use the power of the entire imperial court!” 

“Three months!” 

Ye chen took a deep breath and said calmly,””I can only protect your sect for three months at most. 

During this time, I hope your sect can destroy everything.” 

“Fine, three months it is!” 

Qi Tiandao sighed softly. Then, he stood up and bowed solemnly to ye chen.”In that case, I’ll have to 

trouble fellow Daoist ye for the next three months!” 

“Your life force has been exhausted, and your time is up!“ 

Ye chen looked at him quietly.”It looks like he’s taken the medicine in the longevity pill. I’m afraid he has 

less than half a month left to live.” 

Previously, he had sent his spiritual energy into the other’s body and had a pretty good understanding of 

the other’s body. 

The life essence pill could only be used three times in a person’s life. After the third time, it would no 

longer have any effect. 

The former had obviously been done more than three times. 

“Half a month is enough ...” He said. 

“With your promise, I will die without any regrets,” Qi Tiandao said with a smile. 

His eyes were full of relief! 

He had protected the great sect for a thousand years! 



He had never married a woman in the past 1000 years, and even left behind half a son. Even this disciple 

of his, Xue Ying, had only been accepted recently. 

It could be said that before this, the thing he could not let go of the most was the great sects. Now, with 

ye Chen’s appearance, he saw the hope of the great sects ‘future. 

It could also be considered as an explanation to the previous emperors. 

At this moment, a loud noise came from outside ye Chen’s residence. It sounded like someone was 

shouting. 

In a flash, the two of them appeared on the large street. They saw a horse galloping wildly on the street, 

but the horse was frothing in its mouth. It was obviously exhausted. 

There were countless people gathered around. 

On the horse, a man was lying on the back of the horse weakly. His lips moved slightly, trying to say 

something. 

“Plop ...” 

The horse fell to the ground, gasping for breath, and the man was thrown off the horse’s back. 

Qi Tiandao waved his sleeves and helped the other party up. Then, he said,””What happened?” 

“State ... State preceptor!” 

“They’ve rebelled,” the man said intermittently.”The eight kings have rebelled. Five regions and 13 

counties have millions of soldiers. They split into five routes and broke through ten passes in a row. They 

attacked jingdou directly ...” 

Chapter 1084: With this person here, we can block a million soldiers! 

It was night! 

The capital regions of the great sects and dynasties were called Dragon Capital city. 

While most people were deep in their dreams, a piece of earth-shattering news exploded in the capital 

like a heavy bomb. 

The eight kings, led by the substitute King, had rebelled! 

The substitute King had rebelled from Daizhou! 

The ghost king had rebelled from Youzhou! 

The Prince of Chu, Chuzhou, rebelled! 

The King of Liang rebelled from Liang Province! 

King Yong had rebelled from Yongzhou! 

In addition, King han, King Zhou, King Lu, and the other eight kings had gathered millions of soldiers and 

led the five regions and 13 counties to rebel! 



The million strong Army marched North and broke through ten passes in just four hours. They were now 

less than a thousand miles away from Yandang pass. 

Yandang pass was also known as the last barrier of the great sects and dynasties. Once Yandang pass 

was broken, the million-strong Army could March straight in, straight to Longjing city, and then arrive at 

the city gate! 

This news swept through the entire Dragon Capital like a bolt of lightning, completely waking everyone 

up from their sleep. 

That night, countless people panicked. 

In the Imperial Palace of a great sect. 

Even though it was late at night, the hall was still brightly lit and crowded with people. 

“What should we do about this?” 

“Are the heavens going to forget about the great sects and dynasties ...” 

“......” 

Countless disheveled courtiers had gathered, and without even tidying up their appearance, they 

whispered to each other, their faces filled with shock. 

“The Empress Dowager has arrived with His Majesty!” 

In such a chaotic situation, an old eunuch’s duck-like voice rang out. 

The hall immediately fell silent. 

Everyone subconsciously bowed and turned around to face the outside of the hall. There, Yun Xiao, who 

was wearing a phoenix crown, led a young man in a dragon robe and walked over quickly. 

“We pay our respects to Your Majesty and the Empress Dowager!” 

Everyone hurriedly kowtowed. 

“Rise!” 

Yun Xiao raised his hand slightly. His expression was very calm, not showing any signs of nervousness. 

After the officials stood up, a civil official stood up and said,”Reporting to the Empress Dowager, 

reporting to His Majesty, the eight kings have rebelled. An emergency has been reported from afar. Now 

that we are helpless, we hope that you can quickly make a Holy judgment!” 

As soon as these words were spoken, the originally quiet imperial court became noisy again. Some 

shook their heads, some sighed. 

“Silence!“ 

Yun Xiao’s eyes were majestic as he looked down. Even so, he was still unable to suppress the chaos in 

the hearts of the officials. 



At this moment, a cold voice came from outside the hall,””The Imperial advisor has arrived!!!” 

The hall immediately fell silent. 

Then, Qi Tiandao, who was dressed in a Daoist robe, slowly entered the hall with the help of someone. 

“This old official greets Your Majesty and Empress Dowager!” 

Qi Tiandao did not care about his old age. After a round of salutations, he sat down at the arranged seat. 

Yun Xiao couldn’t suppress the anxiety in his heart and said,”Imperial Preceptor, what’s the specific 

situation of the eight kings ‘rebellion?” 

How could she not know about the eight kings ‘intention to rebel? however, what she did not expect 

was that the eight kings would rebel so quickly, almost without giving her any time to prepare. 

“Reply to the Empress Dowager!” 

The Imperial advisor stood up and said,”the eight kings have sent troops to five regions and 13 counties 

at a quarter past midnight. The eight kings jointly issued a denunciation of the Empress Dowager. It was 

a long one with thousands of words. They claimed that after the late Emperor passed away, the Empress 

Dowager was in control of the court and deceived the Emperor. Therefore, she had to go to the capital 

to help the king.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the hall burst into an uproar again, and Yun Xiao’s expression changed. 

In order to find a legitimate reason for her rebellion, the eight kings had actually slandered her and even 

wanted to denounce her? 

Qi Tiandao coughed heavily. After everyone had quieted down, he said,””The rebel army has broken 

through ten passes in a row. They are less than a thousand li away from Yandang pass!” 

“How is this possible?” 

A Minister’s face paled and he said in disbelief,””Even the closest Chuzhou is thousands of miles away 

from Longjing city. It has only been six hours and they have already broken through ten passes?” 

“Not bad!” 

“What?” another official said in shock,”the Imperial court has already set up inspectors in various places. 

How can these rebels be so efficient?” 

“That’s right, that’s right. Even if they had wings, it’s impossible for them to cross ten thousand miles in 

four hours, right?” 

The rest of them nodded. 

In the face of everyone’s doubts, Qi Tiandao sneered and said,””First, the Chuzhou supervisor, Lu 

Gaoyuan, was killed. His body was hung on the city wall!” 

“Liang province’s supervising emissary was betrayed by his confidant and was beheaded in public. His 

entire family was exterminated ...” 



“After Yongzhou’s supervising inspector, Hong chengsi, received the news, he led his trusted aides and 

tried to put an end to the rebellion. In the end, they were trampled and killed by the rebel army!” 

“Ping Yang County ...” 

As he said each word and sentence, it set off waves of shock in everyone’s hearts. 

In just one night, many supervisors sent by the Imperial court had all died. This could only mean that the 

eight kings had planned for a long time to use such a thunderous method. 

It was a pity that many of them had never noticed it. 

Qi Tiandao took in everyone’s expressions and continued,””The eight kings ‘troops are divided into five 

groups. Along the way, seven passes surrendered at the mere sight of the wind. The defenders of the 

remaining three passes will fight to the death until the last man ...” 

“At the same time, the entire northern barbarian Army has been mobilized. They have gathered 200000 

soldiers and horses. They will cross the Longyuan River together with the eight kings ‘troops and plunder 

the cities of our major sects ...” 

“Just five minutes ago, the military advisor of the enemy Kingdom, Qing Kingdom, Gu Jianqiu, divided 

500000 troops into three routes and attacked the border of our great sect ... 

Everyone’s face turned paler with each sentence he said. In the end, the hall was filled with deep 

despair. 

Just the million-strong Army of the eight kings attacking the city was already enough to terrorize them. 

Now, there were also the 200000-strong northern barbarian Army and 500000-strong enemy Army. 

The three of them added up to 1.7 million troops! 

On the other hand, his dynasty only had 800000 soldiers. With 800000 against 1.7 million, how could 

they fight? 

The entire Hall was deathly silent! 

“What’s wrong? Are you afraid?” 

Looking at the quiet Hall, a sneer and sorrow flashed in the depths of Qi Tiandao’s eyes. 

Other than talking and attacking each other for the sake of each other’s interests, what else could these 

civil officials do when they were in a war? 

If they were really sent to the battlefield, they would probably switch sides in a matter of minutes. The 

so-called backbone and loyalty were just bullsh * t. 

“Empress Dowager, why don’t we ... We move the capital ...” A Minister hesitated. 

The moment these words were said! 

“That’s right. Once Yandang pass is taken, our Dragon Capital will be finished. We should move the 

capital earlier ...”The rest of them nodded. 



Yun Xi looked at this scene with a sorrowful expression. 

“Bastard!” 

“Longjing is the capital of our dynasty, the place where The Dragon Rises. How can we move the capital 

so easily? Furthermore, the rebel army is still two thousand li away from us!” 

A shout came from the crowd, and Grand Secretary Gu, the Prime Minister of the Imperial Court, 

stepped forward shakily,””State preceptor, Empress Dowager, Your Majesty, I beg the Imperial court to 

issue an imperial edict to gather all the people in the city to fight the rebel army to the death. There are 

still 300000 men in Longjing who can fight!!!”“ 

Yun Xi was instantly moved, and then she subconsciously looked at Qi Tian and said,””State preceptor 

...” 

However, Qi Tiandao shook his head slightly.””This is not right. Even if we gather 300000 new soldiers, 

including the old soldiers, we only have 500000 soldiers. How can we fight against a million troops?” 

“State preceptor, don’t tell me that you have a better idea?” Grand Secretary Gu sneered. 

Qi Tiandao smiled.”I’m willing to be the Empress Dowager. I’m willing to recommend a person for Your 

Majesty. With this person here, we can stop a million soldiers!” 

Then, he turned around and bowed solemnly to the outside of the hall,””Fellow Daoist ye!!!” 

...... 

Chapter 1085: Ye Chen’s status! 

“I am willing to be the Empress Dowager. I am willing to recommend a person for His Majesty. With this 

person here, he can block millions of soldiers!” 

After Qi Tiandao finished speaking. 

The Imperial court was completely silent. 

Everyone’s face was filled with disbelief. 

They even thought that they had heard wrong or that the state preceptor had gone crazy. 

One person could block a million soldiers? 

A deity? 

In almost an instant, all the officials in the hall, including the maids and eunuchs, turned to look out of 

the hall. 

There, a white-haired young man walked over slowly. He was holding the hand of a little girl of about 

five or six years old. 

However, in contrast to the young man’s calm and composed demeanor, the little girl was much more 

reserved. Her small hand tightly clasped the young man’s hand, and with every step she took, she would 

raise her head and look into the hall timidly. 



In the instant he saw the little fellow, the eyes of the little emperor who had been listless on the Dragon 

Throne suddenly lit up. 

“Fellow Daoist ye!” 

Qi Tiandao bowed slightly. 

Ye chen nodded slightly, then looked around. He saw many people looking at him with different 

expressions. Some were suspicious, some were disdainful, but most were suspicious. 

The quiet crowd also became restless, as if they were discussing him. 

When his gaze fell on Yun Yi on the Dragon Throne, the latter’s eyes met his. A few seconds later, the 

latter actually lowered her head in a slight panic. 

“Impudent!” 

At this time, a voice suddenly came from the Imperial court,””It’s fine if you don’t kneel in the Imperial 

court, but how dare you look at His Majesty and the Empress Dowager directly?!!” 

Qi Tiandao and Yun Yi frowned at the same time and looked in the direction of the voice with gloomy 

expressions. 

An old man wearing the official uniform of the Ministry of Rites stepped out grandly. He stared coldly at 

ye chen, full of authority. 

The minister of rites, Guo Xu, from a great dynasty! 

“Minister Guo ...” Yunyi’s expression was unhappy. 

Ye chen was her Savior. 

Why did he need to bow to him? 

Just as she was about to order the other party to leave, she saw ye chen raise his hand. The latter looked 

straight at Guo min. “You’re talking to me?” 

“This old master is naturally talking about you!” 

Guo you snorted coldly and his words were sharp,””This is the Imperial court of a great sect, not a 

vegetable garden. How can you be so rude?” 

The moment he said that. 

The rest of the officials nodded and looked at ye chen with ridicule. 

Qi Tiandao said that this person could block a million soldiers? In their eyes, it was pure fantasy. Since 

that was the case, why not test him? 

Seeing that everyone agreed with his actions, Guo min became more and more powerful. He suddenly 

shouted,”Men, why aren’t you beating him out!” 

As his voice fell, a murderous intent flashed in Yun Yi and Qi Tiandao’s eyes. 



The next moment! 

The palace guards who were standing guard outside stepped in, as if to escort ye chen out. 

“Hold on!” At this moment, Yun Yi, who was sitting on the Dragon Throne, suddenly spoke. 

“Empress Dowager ...” Guo Xu was about to speak. 

“Imperial minister Guo,” Yun Yi said coldly.”Do you admit your crime?!!” 

Guo you was stunned. 

“Sir ye is my Savior,” Yun Yi said coldly.”Secondly, you’re not a citizen of my great sect or dynasty. What 

obligation do you have to report to me and your Majesty?” 

“Yes, mother is right!” 

The little emperor kept clapping his hands, but his eyes were fixed on Mengmeng, who was beside ye 

chen. His eyes were full of affection. 

However, the little fellow made a face at him. 

“Empress Dowager, but ...” Guo you wanted to say something but stopped. 

“You treating this widow’s Savior like this is the same as not putting this widow in your eyes!” 

Yun Yi was incomparably dignified.”Sir ye is also the state preceptor’s distinguished guest. Your rudeness 

to a distinguished guest is the same as disrespecting the state preceptor!” 

At this point, he raised his eyebrows and shouted,””Men, take down Minister Guo, remove all his official 

positions, and imprison him in the Supreme Court!” 

The moment he said that. 

Guo Xu almost fainted.”Empress Dowager, please spare me! Imperial Preceptor, please spare me! I 

didn’t mean to offend you ...” 

He had underestimated ye Chen’s influence and also underestimated the importance Yun Yi and Qi 

Tiandao attached to ye chen! 

However, no matter how much he cried, Yun Yi and Qi Tiandao turned a blind eye to it. They were then 

stripped of their official robes on the spot by the court guards outside and taken away by force. 

After that, the Imperial court fell silent. 

No one dared to speak again, but their gazes at ye chen became somewhat fearful. 

The Empress Dowager had changed from her usual weak self to suddenly become extremely tyrannical, 

causing them to be unable to react for a while. 

Someone subconsciously wanted to stand up and plead for Guo min, but they were stopped by their 

colleagues who were close to them. 

He suddenly came to a realization. 



As for the Empress Dowager’s decision! 

The state preceptor had acquiesced from the beginning to the end! 

Whoever stood out to oppose would be the Imperial advisor’s enemy, and the outcome could be 

imagined. 

Since the establishment of the great sects, the Imperial advisor’s position was Supreme. Not to mention 

the ministers, even the Emperor had to show some respect! 

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help but break out in a cold sweat. 

“Come, give Mister ye a seat!” 

“Yes!” Yun Yi waved her hand.”I’ll grant you the eight-crystal golden glass seat!” 

As her voice fell! 

The Imperial court was in an uproar. 

The great sects and imperial dynasties were respected by the colored glaze, and the color of the colored 

glaze represented one’s status. Even the Imperial advisor only had a nine-glazed golden seat. 

The Empress Dowager had bestowed ye chen with the eight-glazed golden seat! 

What did this mean? 

Not long after, several people respectfully carried a throne made of golden glass to the hall. 

Ye chen sat down with an indifferent expression. 

It made countless people envious. 

Qi Tiandao suddenly knelt down heavily in front of Yun Yi and slowly said,””Empress Dowager, Your 

Majesty, I request to make Mr. Ye the great general of Pingnan!“ 

The moment these words were said! 

“Whoosh!” 

The Imperial court was in an uproar. 

Everyone was collectively aghast! 

They were Kings standing side by side! 

The great general of Pingnan! 

Such a conferment had never happened before in any of the large sects or dynasties, and it was truly 

shocking! 

Even ye chen was shocked. 

Yun Yi nodded slightly and was about to agree when an opposing voice suddenly came from the 

court,””I don’t agree!” 



The Prime Minister, Gu Yifu, stood out. 

“Your Majesty, Empress Dowager!” 

Gu Yifu knelt down heavily.”Even though Mr. Ye has done a great favor for our sect, we can not afford 

such an imperial decree. We can not abandon the ceremony. We can not set a precedent!” 

“We beg the Empress Dowager to take back the edict!” 

In an instant, countless ministers knelt down. 

Yun Yi’s expression changed. 

Qi Tiandao’s gaze was majestic. Are you trying to force me to abdicate?” 

“Imperial Preceptor, it’s not that we want to abdicate!“ 

Gu Yifu raised his head with a determined look on his face.””Mr. Ye is not a member of our great sects. 

Once he is in power, he can cause our great sects and empires to fall into eternal damnation with any 

selfish motives!” 

“That’s right. Most importantly, this person’s identity and background are unknown. What if he’s a spy 

sent by the enemy Kingdom, the Qing Kingdom ...” Someone echoed. 

Qi Tiandao’s face was gloomy, and he was about to speak. 

However, ye chen, who had been silent all this while, said,”Since you all don’t believe me, then I don’t 

have the obligation to interfere in the matters of your great sect and dynasty!” 

“Finally, don’t come and beg me again!” 

After saying that, he picked up his daughter and turned to leave. 
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Everyone was so shocked by his reaction that they couldn’t react for a while. 

“Fellow Daoist ye!” 

Qi Tiandao hurriedly gave chase. 

“Withdraw the court!” 

Yun Yi looked at the crowd coldly and left with a flick of her sleeves. 

As they left, the officials of the Imperial court looked at each other and couldn’t help but look at each 

other. 

“My Lords,” one of the officials said weakly,”we’ve discussed for a long time, but we don’t seem to have 

come up with an effective plan to withdraw the Army. What can we do?” 

“Why don’t we invite that Mr. Ye back?” 

“This is a matter of life and death,” a fifth-rank official couldn’t help but say.”Our great sects and 

empires are surrounded in many places. Now, we can only try everything we can to save a dead horse.” 



“Laughable!” 

At this moment, the Prime Minister, Gu Yifu, sneered,””Imperial Preceptor seems to be really old. He 

actually placed the hopes of our great sects and empires on an outsider!” 

Speaking of this, he said indifferently,””I don’t believe that we are really at the end of our rope. 

Furthermore, there is no news of Yandang pass falling. We still have hope ...” 

“The Prime Minister’s words are reasonable. Yandang pass is guarded by the great general han. In 

addition, it is easy to defend but difficult to attack. How can the rebels attack ...” 

“That’s right. Before he left, he even told us not to beg him. It’s simply ridiculous. We are high officials of 

the Imperial court. Why would we beg a commoner?” 

“Even if I die, I won’t beg for a boy.” 

“......” 

The rest of the ministers chimed in and agreed. 

...... 

Outside the Imperial Palace. 

Qi Tiandao quickly caught up to ye chen and sighed.”They are all civil officials. They are good at nothing 

but talking. Why do you mind them?” 

Ye chen suddenly stopped and turned around to look at him. “You’re wrong, this ye isn’t haggling with 

them, but shouldn’t have meddled in other people’s business!” 

After saying that, he left resolutely. 

Seeing that he had already made up his mind, Qi Tiandao could only smile bitterly and disappear into the 

hazy night. 

That night, several military orders were issued from the capital. 

The chain reaction that was triggered was that countless troops headed south, charging towards 

Yandang pass. They clearly wanted to reinforce this last barrier. 

Next, Imperial advisor Qi Tiandao personally led 200000 troops to the border to resist the attack of the 

500000 troops of the Qing Kingdom. 

The security of Longjing city began to tighten. Only people were allowed to leave and not enter. The 

royal guards, Imperial Guards, and city defense Army set up three lines of defense between Yandang 

pass and Longjing city. 

At the same time, the Ministry of War began to mobilize the people overnight to recruit soldiers and 

horses, and the person in charge was the current Prime Minister, Gu Yifu. 

In less than two hours, he had successfully gathered an Army of three hundred and fifty thousand. 

“As expected of the Prime Minister, such efficiency can be said to be god-like ...” A Minister praised. 



Gu Yifu stroked his beard and laughed.”This time, we have gathered 300000 troops. I have already 

submitted a request to the Empress Dowager. My son, Gu you, will take them South.” 

“With young master Gu personally leading the Army, we will definitely win and break through the 

enemy forces, helping our sect to escape ...” 

The assistant Minister’s face was full of respect.”We shall congratulate the Prime Minister in advance. 

Once the rebels retreat, the Prime Minister’s name will definitely shake the major sects. Your prestige 

may even surpass the Imperial advisor ‘s.” 

“It’s extreme, extreme ...” 

The rest of them nodded. 

“It’s all for the sake of the big sect!”Gu Yifu pretended to be humble. 

The Empress Dowager’s chamber. 

Yun Yi looked at herself in the mirror in a daze, her body a little stiff.””Mr. Ye is missing?” 

“Empress Dowager, the people I sent to investigate have reported that the residence has long been 

empty ...” An old eunuch bowed. 

“It looks like Mr. Ye has really left ...” 

Yun Yi’s eyes dimmed, and she suddenly felt a sense of bitterness in her heart. She then took a deep 

breath and said,””Fine, I was too selfish. After all, Mr. Ye is not a member of my sect ...” 

“However, I don’t know when I’ll be able to see Mr. Ye again after this farewell ...” 

“Or maybe we won’t meet again in this life ...” 

She didn’t dare and couldn’t think about it when the mountains and rivers were swaying! 

...... 

Less than a thousand miles away from the Dragon Capital, in an extremely well-hidden mountain Valley. 

The terrain here was relatively low, and it was a natural cave that extended nearly a thousand feet deep 

into the ground. If an ordinary person fell in, they would definitely be smashed to pieces. 

At this moment, two figures, one big and one small, appeared near the cave. They stood still in the face 

of the huge suction force coming from the cave. 

“This is the place!” 

Ye chen held his daughter and quietly examined the cave in front of him.”Qi Tiandao once said that the 

teleportation wormholes of the great sects and dynasties are located here. It seems that he didn’t lie to 

me.” 

“Now that I have the teleportation token of a great sect and dynasty, I can teleport to the other five 

places.” 



His eyes flickered,’it’s just that I don’t know where Yuhan and my parents are now, and where it should 

be passed to. The eastern barren territory? The southern region? Western Desert? Or the middle state 

or the heaven wind sea region?” 

“There’s a Shepherd king’s castle in the heaven wind sea region, and I have a relationship with it. 

Perhaps I can borrow their strength to find Yuhan and the others ...” 

Ye chen thought to himself. 

The little thing was in his arms, looking down with her hands around her neck. She was afraid of heights 

and said,”Dad, are we going to jump down from here?” 

“If you’re afraid, close your eyes. Open them when daddy calls you ...” Ye chen kissed her affectionately. 

His wife was not here, his parents were not here, his brothers and friends were not here either. 

Fortunately, he still had his daughter to accompany him. 

At this moment, his ears quivered a few times and he suddenly looked into the distance. 

From that direction, several auras were speeding towards them. Four of them had actually reached the 

martial arts Grandmaster level. 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered a few times, then he made a shushing gesture to his daughter and his body 

gradually disappeared into the void. 

“窸窸窣窣......” 

A moment later, four figures landed near the cave. They were four men, and the leader was a fat Daoist. 

The fat Taoist looked down at the cave for a few seconds and said,””Daoist Wu, are you sure that the 

wormhole below is the hidden one of the great sects and the royal family?” 

An old man with freckles behind him said,””Fellow Daoist Lu, this secret was discovered by my master, 

the substitute King. It’s absolutely true. How can there be any mistake?” 

“Since it was the substitute king who discovered it, then there’s no mistake.” 

“Now that the eight kings are pressing down on Yandang pass, we have to destroy this wormhole to 

prevent the royal family from escaping to other regions ...” The plump Daoist nodded. 

“What?” 

The other three were shocked. Someone said,””Fellow Daoist Wu, it wasn’t easy to build it impulsively. 

Once it’s destroyed, it will completely cut off the connection between our Northern Territory and other 

regions.” 

“I can’t care so much anymore.” 

“I heard that a few days ago, a devil suddenly appeared in the southern region. He wreaked havoc in the 

entire southern region and wiped out many great sects overnight ...” The fat Daoist said. 



“The demon fellow Daoist Wu is talking about, is it a corpse Emperor? It is said that he has killed many 

powerful people and even forced a martial Saint to attack, but it was still difficult to stop his power!” 

Someone sucked in a cold breath. 
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“That’s right, this is the person!” 

“That’s why we have to destroy this wormhole to prevent him from entering our Northern Territory 

...”The fat Taoist nodded. 

When ye chen, who had used an invisibility spell to hide beside them, heard this, his expression 

changed. 

Devil? Corpse Emperor? 

Don’t tell me he won? 

At this time, a black light ball suddenly appeared in the hand of the fat Daoist. It was covered with a 

dense aura of death. 

However, the moment they saw it, the other three people’s expressions changed drastically, and their 

eyes were filled with fear. 

“This ... Could this be the reversed ball of that Big Shot from the northern barbarians? “Someone 

gasped. 

“Not bad!” 

“It’s the northern barbarian ‘s’ autumn reversal ‘. As long as you throw this into the wormhole, you can 

change the rules of space and make it collapse on its own ...” The fat Taoist smiled. 

With that, he held the inverted ball in one hand and looked down at the cave in front of him. He grinned 

hideously and said,””The great sects and the royal family will become the turtles in the jar of the eight 

kings once you have no way out ...” 

At this moment, he suddenly felt that his hand had become light. The inverted ball in his hand had 

suddenly disappeared. 

The next moment! 

Ye Chen’s figure slowly appeared. He looked at the upside-down ball in his hand and shook his 

head.”Fortunately, I came in time, otherwise you would have really destroyed the wormhole here.” 

With his appearance, the four people’s expressions changed slightly. They immediately stared at him as 

if they were facing a great enemy. 

After the fat Daoist reacted, his expression turned extremely ugly.””Brat, you dare to take my things?” 

“Let me ask you, did the demon from the southern mountain range that you just mentioned call himself 

Yi?” Ye chen exerted force with his arm and completely shattered the inverted ball. 



“You actually dared to destroy my reversal ball?” 

The fat Daoist was shocked and furious. He then attacked ye chen with a murderous intent.”This old 

man will make you wish you were dead!” 

Ye chen had only glanced at him! 

Just this one glance! 

The fat Daoist immediately felt that he could no longer move. At the same time, an extremely terrifying 

pressure pressed down on him like a tide. 

“Plop ...” 

He immediately knelt on the ground, his heart filled with horror. 

He was a Wu Zong! 

He couldn’t even withstand a single glance from the other party! 

When the other three people saw this, they were first stunned. Then, they immediately flew away. 

“Stay!” 

Ye chen waved his sleeve and pressed the three of them to the ground. Then, he walked toward the fat 

Daoist step by step. 

“Senior, I’m from King Chu, you ...” The fat Daoist was shocked and hurriedly said. 

However, ye chen was too lazy to talk to him. He reached out and pressed his hand on his head, 

forcefully using the soul-searching technique. 

...... 

Five minutes later, four fireballs were shot out from ye Chen’s fingertips. 

Three Wu Zongs were burnt to ashes on the spot. 

“The new demon in the southern region is indeed the Christian Church!” 

Ye chen did not know whether to laugh or cry. 

After searching their souls, he found out that Yi had arrived at the ancient barren world a day earlier 

than him. However, he had arrived in the southern region. 

This guy seemed to have suffered some injuries, and was subdued as a corpse puppet by an Almighty as 

soon as he appeared. However, the other party had underestimated his ability to win, and two days 

later, he had been sucked dry by the puppet. 

And now, he had become The Public Enemy of the southern region! 

He furrowed his brows: “it’s a pity. Among the four of them, there is no ancestor. There is also the 

whereabouts of Wushuang and the others.” 



With this in mind, ye chen walked toward the last old man and cast the soul-searching art on him, 

ignoring his pleas for mercy. 

After digesting the other party’s memories, his calm face finally showed a slight change. 

“Yun Yi has actually seen a Ghost Ship ...” 

From the last person’s memory, he found out that he was from the northern barbarians, and the reason 

why that important figure from the northern barbarians had involved the northern barbarians in the 

Civil War of the great sects and dynasties this time was all for Yun Yi. 

It was because traces of a Ghost Ship had appeared in the North. 

Only a very small number of people knew about this, and the important figure from the northern 

barbarians was one of them. The other person was Yun Yi. 

“The Ghost Ship ...” 

At that moment, ye Chen’s emotions began to stir.””The last time the Ghost Ship appeared, wasn’t it 

when that madman took Yuhan and the others away?” 

“In other words, if I know about the Ghost Ship, wouldn’t I have a chance to know where Yuhan and my 

parents are?” 

At the thought of this, he raised his eyes and looked in the direction of the Dragon Capital city.”It looks 

like the breakthrough point is above Yun Yi ...” 

...... 

The dynasty of the great sects, Dragon Capital city. 

The sky gradually brightened. However, at this moment, the area outside the Dragon Capital was filled 

with dense killing intent, but there was more endless despair! 

Countless soldiers stood on the City Tower and looked outside the city with fear in their eyes. Among 

them were the Empress Dowager of the great sects and dynasties, Yun Yi, and all the ministers. 

An Army! 

A dense Army! 

At this moment, the area outside the Dragon Capital was filled with people, battle generals, and 

chariots! 

The coalition Army of the eight kings took less than four hours to break through Yandang pass, and all 

the soldiers guarding the pass were killed. 

The fall of Yandang pass caused the last barrier of Longjing city to be completely lost. The rebel army 

marched straight in and reached the city. 

On the border, the Imperial advisor led 200000 troops and was in a deadlock with the enemy Kingdom, 

the Qing Kingdom. They were now on their way to help. 



“My son, you’ve died so miserably!” 

On the city gate tower, the Prime Minister, Gu Yifu, almost cried his eyes out. He looked as if he had 

aged by dozens of years in an instant. 

If it was any other time, perhaps some officials would have gone over to support him and comfort him. 

However, at this moment, everyone was only angry at him! 

The 300,000 new troops, led by his eldest son, Gu you, were scattered by the 50000 rebel soldiers. In 

the end, the 300000 troops were killed! 

The so-called trap kill was to bury someone alive! 

Because of his blind confidence, he had destroyed the hopes of the great sects and empires, as well as 

the hopes of countless families! 

“Don’t cry!” One of the ministers bellowed.”If you want to cry, you can cry when you’re reunited with 

your useless son in the underworld ...” 

Yun Yi looked at all of this with a mocking expression. 

From the moment the news of their defeat spread to the moment the rebel army surrounded the entire 

Dragon Capital, she had not said a single word. 

Because she knew that the great sect was finished! 

Not to mention that the Imperial tutor was not present, even if the Imperial tutor could come in time, 

he would be powerless to turn the situation around! 

She quietly sized up everyone around her. There were those who were afraid, those who were 

determined, and those who were crying ... 

However, her heart was extremely calm. She subconsciously looked to the South and could not help but 

think of the scenes when ye chen had escorted her up north. 

“If Mr. Ye hadn’t left, with his bravery, there might still be a glimmer of hope for the dynasty ...” 

She thought this but was soon rejected.”No, it’s good that Mr. Ye has left. He’s not from our great sect 

or dynasty, and he shouldn’t have stayed to be buried with us!” 

She subconsciously clenched her sleeve, but no one knew that there was a pair of scissors in her sleeve! 

That was what she had prepared for herself. 

The day the city fell would be the day she committed suicide. 

At this moment, a horse suddenly galloped out of the Army outside the city. The other party stopped 

outside the range of the arrows. 

A burly man in armor laughed coldly,””Empress Dowager, I only have one thing to say. As long as you’re 

willing to open the city and surrender, as well as hand over the man surnamed ye, we can stop more 

killing!” 



“Otherwise, when we break into the city, it will be the time for us to massacre the entire city!!!” 
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Dragon Capital city! 

The battle generals stood in great numbers, their flags fluttering in the wind. 

“Otherwise, when we attack the city, it will be the time for us to slaughter the entire city!” 

As the commanding General’s voice fell ... 

The people on the wall were silent at first, then they burst into an uproar, but more of them were 

terrified. 

Massacre the city! 

The rebel army actually wanted to massacre the city! 

One had to know that this was the capital Area of a large sect and an imperial dynasty. There were 

millions of people in the city. Once the city was massacred, millions of people would die. 

Most importantly, including the Empress Dowager Yun Yi, as well as many ministers and important 

members of the Imperial court, were all present. 

“Traitors, you bunch of traitors, you’ll die a horrible death!” 

“Empress Dowager, don’t open the city. As officials, we have already handed over our lives to the 

country!” 

“Yes, we would rather die than surrender!” 

Many ministers and soldiers guarding the city shouted with all their might, their eyes filled with 

determination. 

“Why don’t we open the city?” 

“That’s right, that’s a city massacre. Once they’re angered, all of us will die ...” 

“Empress Dowager, we don’t want to die ...” 

Most of them began to beg for mercy in fear. Some even knelt down in front of Yun Yi. Some even 

rushed down the city wall, as if they wanted to surrender. 

Throughout the entire process, Empress Dowager Yun Yi supported the little emperor by her side and 

watched the scene expressionlessly. 

When she noticed the officials who were wailing, there was only sorrow and ridicule in her eyes. 

This was because most of these people were those who had previously opposed ye Chen’s involvement 

in the matters of the great sects and dynasties. 



Thinking of this, she slightly raised her eyes to look at the Army that covered the sky and the earth 

below the city. Her gaze fell on the messenger, and then she gently opened her red lips,””I can die, but 

the dignity of the royal family will never be lost!!!” 

As soon as these words came out, the messenger below the city immediately sneered,””Do you want to 

drag the entire city down with you?” 

The threat in his words was undisguisable, but it was mixed with a strong killing intent. 

At the same time. 

The Army outside the city shouted in unison! 

That movement was like thunder! 

It caused everyone’s expression to change. 

“Wait ...” 

Gu Yifu suddenly roared and shouted in the substitute King’s direction,””Substitute King, your 

Highnesses, this official is willing to surrender, this official is willing to surrender!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone looked at him in disbelief. 

One had to know! 

He, Gu Yifu, was the current Prime Minister! 

Previously, he had given everyone the impression that he was extremely loyal and was seen as a role 

model by many ministers! 

However, at this time of national crisis! 

He was actually going to join the enemy? 

Yun Yi’s delicate body trembled slightly. 

“Gu Yifu, you’re shameless!” One of the ministers cursed.”Don’t forget that you’re the Prime Minister 

...” 

“So what?“ 

Gu Yifu sneered.”I’ve already contributed enough to the country. Now, I just want to spend my old age 

in peace.” 

At this point, his face was filled with pain.”Moreover, my son, Gu you, has already sacrificed his life for 

the country. He has already done his country a great favor!” 

“Shameless!” 

“This old man is truly shameless, hypocritical to the extreme!” 

“......” 

Many people pointed at him and started cursing. 



Gu Yifu looked at Yun Yi and the little emperor and smiled disdainfully. Then, he jumped down from the 

city wall. 

Although he was a civil official, he had also cultivated before. Even though his realm was not yet at the 

Grandmaster realm, this small city wall could not stop him at all. 

“Hahaha!” 

At this time, a wild laughter suddenly came from the Army outside the city,””Prime Minister Gu is willing 

to surrender, this Prince can not be more welcoming!” 

Under everyone’s gaze, the Army slowly opened up a path. Then, a few people walked through the air, 

carrying a sedan chair. 

As the palanquin landed on the ground, a dignified middle-aged man in a dragon robe slowly walked 

out. 

“It’s the substitute King, this rebel!” 

Someone exclaimed. 

The crowd looked at the middle-aged man again, their eyes filled with shock and hatred. 

It was this person who contacted the other seven vassal lords and started this internal war between the 

great sects and the Imperial dynasties. 

Gu Yifu walked over with great respect and said in a flattering tone,””Thank you, Your Highness. No, 

thank you, Your Majesty. I will repay you with my life ...” 

After saying that, he stood behind the substitute King. 

The substitute Prince looked up at the city wall again, his gaze focused on Yun Yi.””Empress Dowager, 

since things have come to this, why don’t we surrender? Even if it’s not for your own sake, you have to 

think about the countless people in the city, right?” 

But Yun Yi merely glanced at him. 

“Refusing a toast only to be forced to drink a forfeit!” 

The substitute King’s face turned cold.”I’ll give you one more chance. As long as you’re willing to submit 

to me in advance, not only will I not kill you, but I’ll also reward you!” 

As his voice fell! 

People on the city wall jumped down one after another.”Your Highness, I’m willing to surrender!” 

“And me ...” 

“......” 

In just a few short breaths, a dozen civil officials had jumped down the city in front of so many people, 

changing sides at the last moment. 

This scene made everyone extremely angry! 



But more than that, he felt helpless! 

Yun Yi raised her head, her slender hand slowly gripping the little emperor beside her, and then she 

smiled.””Jing ‘er, are you afraid of death?” 

“Mother ... I ... I don’t want to die ...” The little emperor was already in a daze. He trembled and his eyes 

were filled with fear. 

“I know you don’t want to die.” 

Yun Yi said softly,”but you’re the Emperor. You’re the ruler of a country. You’re the only descendant of 

the previous emperors. You’re the face of the royal family.” 

“As the saying goes, the Emperor guards the country’s Gate, and the sovereign dies. You have the 

obligation to live and die with this city ...” 

Her voice was neither too loud nor too soft, but every single word was heard by everyone around her. 

“Empress Dowager ...” 

Many of the loyal and upright people were moved, while those who were afraid of death earlier were 

extremely ashamed. 

“No, I don’t want to die ...” The little emperor still shook his head. 

Yun Yi smiled and gently picked up the little emperor. Then he looked around, a trace of determination 

in his cold eyes. 

“People of the great sects, it is this widow’s incompetence that has caused the world to have such a 

disaster today!” 

The next moment! 

With the little emperor in his arms, he jumped directly to the top of the city wall, and then jumped 

down heavily, facing the ground. 

Seeing this, everyone was shocked. They clearly did not expect her to make such a choice. 

Even the Army outside the city was stunned. 

“Empress Dowager, you can ‘t!” 

The commander of the Imperial Army, MA yuanxun, took a step forward and his figure flashed. He 

grabbed Yun Yi’s skirt in midair. 

The two people who were falling finally stopped. 

“Empress Dowager!“ 

MA yuanxun grabbed the man with one hand and the city wall with the other. He groaned,””We still 

have hope, why do you have to do this!” 

“Save them, quick, save them!“ 



He roared with all his might! 

Only then did many people on the city wall react. Experts moved in succession and pulled the three 

people up. 

“Empress Dowager!” 

“Yes!” A general knelt down heavily.”Today, I am willing to live and die with this city. I hope you don’t 

look down on yourself!” 

Chapter 1089: We are willing to live and die with this city! 

“Plop! Plop! Plop!” 

With a series of loud bangs, more than a thousand soldiers knelt down in unison.””We are willing to live 

and die with this city!” 

Seeing this, some civil officials also knelt down and laughed,””This old man is willing to live and die with 

this city!” 

“Boom boom boom ...” 

In an instant, the people on the city wall knelt down. 

“We are willing to live and die with this city!” 

“We are willing to live and die with this city!” 

“......” 

Millions of people in the city shouted in unison. 

The atmosphere of the world was pushed to its peak, and countless people had determined expressions. 

If it was said that they might have been afraid of death before, but after witnessing Yun Yi’s actions with 

their own eyes, the fear in their hearts no longer existed and was replaced by courage and 

determination. 

This kind of movement could be said to be earth-shaking, causing the Army outside the city to change 

their expressions. They were all shocked by this aura. 

“Forcefully incite the People’s hearts?” 

Outside the city, the substitute Prince looked at all of this with a slight ridicule, and then looked at Yun Yi 

and sneered,””This woman is not simple. Unfortunately, she is only a woman!” 

“Even the gods can’t save you today!” 

He raised his hand slightly, and an extremely indifferent voice came out of his mouth,””Attack the city, 

don’t leave a single one alive!” 

The moment these words were said! 

“The substitute King has ordered us to attack the city. Leave no one alive!” Someone shouted. 



“Shua shua shua ...” 

The hundreds of thousands of soldiers who had been silent suddenly took a step forward, pushing their 

siege weapons forward. 

Things like battering rams, siege ladders, kerosene, trebuchets, and so on were so numerous that it 

made one’s scalp go numb. 

“Empress Dowager, please step aside!” 

The commander of the Imperial Army, MA yuanxun, roared and turned to the soldiers guarding the 

city,””Is your blood still warm? Are you afraid of death?” 

“Fight to the death!” 

“Fight to the death!“ 

On the city wall, 30000 soldiers roared in unison. They took a step forward and unsheathed their long 

blades. 

There were no less than 300000 rebels! 

All of them added together only had 30000 people. Even though the disparity in battle strength was too 

great, so what? 

At most, he would just die! 

“Fellow villagers, if there’s anyone who’s not afraid of death, you can come forward. Today, we’ll let the 

rebel army know that even if they die, we’ll make them pay the price!” 

The Minister of Justice, Li Shan Yuan, laughed sadly. 

“Count me in!” 

A dark-skinned man carrying a child in the city responded and silently handed the child to his wife.””If I 

die, you can remarry and raise our son well.” 

After saying that, he resolutely stepped onto the city gate tower, leaving behind the bawling child and 

his wife, who was secretly wiping her tears. 

A disheveled young man knelt heavily in front of an old man.””Grandfather, the country is in trouble. 

Please forgive your grandson for not being able to take care of you in your old age ...” 

“Child, go ...” 

The old man stretched out his old hand and gently touched his face. He said in a trembling voice,””You 

go first, I’ll come to find you after I’ve collected your bones ...” 

The young man nodded and climbed up the City Tower. A burly Imperial Army soldier handed him a bow 

and said,””Can you?” 

“I will!” 



The young man took the bow and pulled it into a full moon shape.””My family is poor, so I often go 

hunting in the mountains ...” 

“Alright, stand behind me later!“ 

The burly Imperial Guard grinned.”You can attack me after I die. If I’m not dead, please help me collect 

my bones and bring them back to my family. By the way, they’re all called old black. What about you ...” 

“I’m ding Peng ...” 

The young man’s eyes immediately turned red. 

“And me ...” 

“A man’s death is his death ...” 

“Shua shua shua ...” 

In less than the time it took for an incense stick to burn, hundreds of thousands of young and strong 

men in the city stood up one after another. These people spontaneously stood behind the city gate. 

Due to the lack of weapons and equipment, most of them did not have protective armor, and they did 

not even have a suitable weapon. 

Some of them were holding wooden sticks, some were holding iron rakes for digging feces, and some 

were holding two vegetable knives ... 

Yun Yi was almost in tears as she watched this scene. 

She had been entrusted with an important task by the late Emperor! 

However, from the beginning to the end, he had never felt much acknowledgment for the responsibility 

of the world. To be precise, he resisted it! 

However, at this moment! 

She only felt that even if she were to die immediately! 

He had no regrets! 

“Kill!” 

The commanders of the rebel army shouted in unison. 

“Boom ...” 

The leading Army of more than 100000 soldiers marched forward, carrying a huge battering ram as they 

headed straight for the city gate. 

Siege ladders were pushed forward, and trebuchets were launched one after another. Shields that 

blotted out the sky and covered the earth smashed directly at the city walls. 

At this moment, the atmosphere of the world suddenly changed. Like a mountain flood, the sharp 

sounds of killing covered everything. 



“Release the arrows!!!” 

MA yuanxun, who was on the city wall, shouted. 

Out of the nearly 50000 soldiers, 10000 archers stepped out and nocked their arrows, ignoring the flying 

boulders! 

“Plop, plop, plop ...” 

Some people screamed and some fell! 

However, every time a person fell, someone would stand up and take his place! 

“Shua shua shua ...” 

An overwhelming rain of arrows shot down from the city walls, landing on the attacking Army like a 

dense rain! 

Some of the rebel soldiers fell, while others screamed! 

However, when the number of casualties was compared to the total number of people, it was like a 

stone falling into the ocean, unable to cause a single wave! 

The substitute King sat in the carriage and looked at the scene in front of him expressionlessly, as if the 

death of his life had no effect on him at all. 

“Substitute King, why don’t we split our forces into four and attack from the four gates at the same 

time?” 

“They have very few soldiers and equipment,” a tactician said.”They definitely can’t defend all four gates 

at the same time. If any of the gates is broken through, it’ll be their death ...” 

“What’s the hurry?” 

The substitute King peeled an orange and said while eating,”I have the advantage in numbers. If we 

want to fight, we have to crush all their hopes. Only then will the other seven know how powerful I am 

...” 

“The seven Kings are on their way now. I’m worried that they’ll pick up the ready-made ones ...” The 

counselor hesitated. 

“You’re too noisy!” 

The substitute King looked at him coldly! 

Just this one glance! 

The other party hurriedly apologized and did not say a word. 

“Boom boom boom ...” 

As the earth-shaking sounds became more and more intense, the siege entered a state of white heat, 

and people kept dying. 



Thousands of soldiers had died in an instant. Corpses kept falling down, and people who were not afraid 

of death kept replacing them. 

Yun Yi clenched his fists tightly, already sobbing,””Your Majesty, take a good look. These people died for 

you, for the great sects and the royal family ...” 

The little emperor covered her eyes with her hands and screamed in fear. 

At this moment, the attacking Army was less than 100 feet away from the north gate, pushing the 

battering ram. As long as they got close, the tall North Gate would be knocked open in no time. 

“Archers!” MA yuanxun roared.”We can’t let them get close to the city gate. Even if they all die, we 

must hold on. The state preceptor is on his way back to help ...” 

Chapter 1090: I’ll kill your entire family, I’ll exterminate your entire clan! 

On the city wall! 

Ding Peng stood at the back with a bow and arrow in his hand, trembling as he looked at the falling 

bodies in front of him. 

It was too tragic! 

Before this, he had never personally witnessed a real war, and his trip to serve the country was purely 

due to his hot-bloodedness. 

However, in the time it took for an incense stick to burn to reach the top of the city gate tower, he had 

personally witnessed the tragic situation of the battle! 

People were dying every second! 

The giant rocks rumbled, and his ears were almost deafened. It was as if the entire city was shaking. 

The oil spread to the city walls and ignited a raging fire. Some people were burned alive, and the air was 

filled with the smell of burning and stench. 

“Is ... Is this a real war?” 

Ding Peng’s teeth were chattering. He noticed that the dark-skinned man beside him was extremely 

calm, and he kept wiping the crossbow in his hand. 

To this person! 

Ding Peng remembered! 

It was Chen Dong’s blacksmith, Chen tiezhu! 

He was the first man to hand over his child to his wife and climb up the city gate tower! 

“Uncle tie Zhu ...” 

“You ... You’re not afraid?” ding Peng asked in a trembling voice. 

“Afraid?” 



The dark-skinned man was silent for a moment, then he laughed at himself,””There’s no one who isn’t 

afraid. However, in this world, fear can’t solve anything.” 

Ding Peng didn’t quite understand. 

The dark-skinned man saw that he was really afraid and laughed,””Little Roc, you’re still a Virgin, right?” 

Ding Peng was stunned, and then his face turned red. He didn’t expect that the other party would still be 

in the mood to care about this at this time. 

“Promise me, tie Zhu, don’t die!” 

The dark-skinned man patted him on the shoulder.”Live on well. I’ll find you a marriage later. The taste 

of women is wonderful. Those white legs, those big boobs, tsk tsk ...” 

“Gulp ...” 

Ding Peng couldn’t help but swallow. 

“Chen tiezhu!” The city guard shouted. 

“Here!” 

The dark-skinned man stood up almost subconsciously, picked up the bow on the ground, and rushed 

into the line of defense. Before he left, he turned back and said to ding Peng,””I must Live!” 

Immediately after! 

Ding Peng found that the arrows shot by the frivolous uncle tie Zhu all accurately hit people. 

“Alright ...” 

The rest of the archers on the front line cheered in unison. 

Chen tiezhu subconsciously turned around to look at the crowd in the city behind him, trying to see if his 

wife and children were still there. 

“Boom ...” 

A huge rock flew from below the city and directly hit him. In an instant, more than a dozen bodies with 

blood and flesh flying all over the place fell heavily. 

“Uncle tie Zhu ...” 

Ding Peng’s eyes almost popped out. 

“Blackie, ding Peng ...” The city guard shouted. 

Ding Peng fell heavily to the ground, his body trembling. The scene of the dark-skinned man’s tragic 

death was still echoing in his mind. 

At this time, he felt someone Pat his shoulder. He looked up and found that the person in front of him 

was the big old black man who had spoken to him earlier. 

“Let’s go ...” 



The black Yak was still smiling. 

Ding Peng suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood, and the veins on his neck bulged. Then he picked up 

the bow on the ground, shouted, and rushed to the front line of the city defense line. 

“Kill, kill, kill!” 

“I’ll kill you all!!!” 

He shouted as if he had gone crazy, and the bow in his hand shot out one arrow after another. 

His archery skills were even better than Chen tiezhu ‘s, even surpassing the professional archers in the 

military. Every arrow he shot killed one person. 

Seeing this, the substitute King frowned and said,””Bring this King’s bow!” 

After a while, he held a large purple bow, nocked an arrow, and pointed it at ding Peng on the city wall. 

“Phew ...” 

Ding Peng heard the sound of something breaking through the air, and he saw a purple bow and arrow 

coming at him at lightning speed. 

“Dodge!” 

The black Yak immediately pounced over. 

“Pfft ...” 

Old Black’s corpse fell heavily down the city walls. 

“No!” 

Ding Peng fell to the ground and roared. 

“Have a safe journey ...” 

Seeing this, Yun Yi’s face was frighteningly pale.””If I don’t die, I’ll treat your family well ...” 

She then looked at the little emperor, who was hiding behind the Imperial Guards, and her eyes were 

filled with disappointment.””Your Majesty, you’ve disappointed me ...” 

“Boom ...” 

At this moment, the entire city gate tower shook violently! 

The rebel army pushed the battering ram close to the city gate. The huge battering ram almost caused 

the entire city Tower to collapse. 

On the countless siege ladders, there were countless rebel soldiers fearlessly trying to climb up the City 

Tower. 

With his profound cultivation, MA yuanxun stepped into the air and swung his saber, ignoring the 

arrows and boulders that covered the sky. 



” 

Countless enemy soldiers died tragically. 

He had also gone crazy. He landed directly at the foot of the city wall and charged into the enemy 

soldiers who were pushing the wooden battering ram with his long saber. 

His hand rose and his blade fell, and heads rolled. 

“Kill!” 

Several generals landed together again, trying to share the pressure with the soldiers. 

“You’re looking for death!” 

Seeing this, the substitute King sneered and said,””Order the people of the sect to attack! Kill anyone 

who disobeys!” 

“Boom ...” 

Not long after, more than a dozen martial grandmasters from the rebel army camp stepped into the air 

and flew towards MA yuanxun and the others with ferocious expressions. 

The screams continued! 

One after another, the generals who had jumped off the city wall were killed, and the door-battering 

ram hit the North gate again. 

“Kill!” 

MA yuanxun was like a mad demon, resisting the joint attack of three martial arts grandmasters on his 

own.”You bastards deserve to die!!!” 

The three great martial arts grandmasters were not only unable to do anything to him, but were also 

forced to retreat. 

The substitute King nocked the arrow again and aimed at MA yuanxun. 

“Whoosh!” 

The arrow directly pierced through MA yuanxun’s chest, and the force caused him to fly out! 

“Die!” 

The three grandmasters joined forces and attacked again! 

“Hahaha!” 

MA yuanxun’s body was almost broken, but he still laughed out loud.”Traitors, you bunch of traitors, 

even if I die today, I will still be waiting for you below!” 

“Die!” 

A Wu Zong had beheaded him! 



“General MA!” 

Yun Yi burst into tears. 

“Boom boom boom ...” 

At the same time, the north gate was broken! 

Tens of thousands of rebel soldiers charged into the city. In front of them was a force of hundreds of 

thousands of people. 

“I’m finished ...” 

Yun Yi fell heavily to the ground, his heart like dead ashes. Then he took a deep breath and walked up 

the City Tower with difficulty.””Everyone, stop!” 

“Stop!” 

The substitute King waved his hand. 

The world suddenly fell silent! 

The substitute Prince raised his head slightly and looked straight at Yun Yi, a cold smile on his 

lips.””Empress Dowager, if you knew this would happen, why did you do it?” 

“You’ve won ...” 

Yun Yi opened her mouth with difficulty, her voice hoarse,””Let them go and this widow will be at your 

disposal!” 

“You think you’re qualified to negotiate with this King?” The substitute King sneered. 

“Don’t forget,” Yun Yi said woodenly.”The heirloom seal is in my hands. The commander’s seal is also in 

my hands. Also, the Emperor is in my hands!” 

After saying that, she slowly stretched out her hand and grabbed at the little emperor in the distance, 

and the little emperor was caught in her hand. 

“Mother, let me go ...” The little emperor struggled repeatedly. 

He looked at the people below with a sorrowful expression and said,””They are all people of my sect. 

Even if you win the world’s great advice, you still need their support!” 

The substitute King was silent. 

Yun Yi ignored the little Emperor’s struggle and continued,””As long as you promise me that you won’t 

massacre the city, I can give you the heirloom seal and the commander’s seal. I can even ask His Majesty 

to abdicate the throne to you.” 

She was extremely disappointed in the little emperor! 

Between the late Emperor’s last wish and the lives of millions of people, she had ultimately chosen the 

lives of millions of people. 



The substitute King’s expression changed several times, and he seemed to be a little moved. Then, he 

said,”If you obediently come down now, I might consider agreeing to your conditions.” 

Yun Yi’s body trembled slightly at these words. 

How could she not know the other party’s goal! 

He just didn’t want her to die! 

Because the world knew that the substitute King was lecherous. Under such circumstances, how could 

he let her go? 

“Empress Dowager, you can’t ...” 

Some of the ministers who survived knelt down immediately! 

“Empress Dowager ...” 

All the citizens knelt down! 

Yun Yi’s eyes were slightly closed and her eyelashes trembled, as if she was struggling in her heart. She 

opened her eyes a few seconds later and smiled bitterly.”Alright, I promise you!” 

As her voice fell! 

The subjects were in pain! 

The Empress Dowager had abandoned her for them! 

“Congratulations, Your Highness ...” 

Gu Yifu jumped out and kneeled down in front of the substitute King.””Congratulations, Your Majesty. 

Not only have you won the world, but you’ve also returned with a beauty in your arms!” 

The rest of the people were also flattering him. 

Under everyone’s gaze, Yun Yi leaped down from the City Tower and walked towards the substitute 

Prince. 

The substitute Prince’s heart was restless, as if he could see the beauty of spring in the night when the 

former was less than ten steps away from him. 

He couldn’t help but take a few steps forward and directly reached out to Yun Yi,””From now on, you 

are this King’s woman ...” 

But just as his hand was about to touch Yun Yi, an extremely indifferent voice suddenly rang out in the 

void,””If you touch her, I’ll kill your entire family and your entire clan!” 

 


